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ABSTRACT We compiled two high school atlases
beginning a new Educational Atlas Series of the Solar
System with subtitle: Planetary- and Materials Maps. They
are: 1) Planetary and Material Maps of NASA Lunar and
NIPR Meteorite Samples, 2) Planetary Surface Studies by
Surveyor and Experimental University Lander Hunveyor,
The first two atlases were successfully used on our plane-
tary science university, college, and public educational
programs of NASA Lunar Educational Set and on Sur-
veyor/Hunveyor construction presentations.
PLANETARY MAPS AND MATERIAL MAPS
No modern Atlas of Solar System Materials are available
in education in Central Europe. Our Eötvös University
Cosmic Materials Group began to compile a series in this
topics. The main four characteristics are: 1) Atlas series
contains simplified geological maps of planetary surfaces,
2) it contains material maps of those type rocks which play
dominant role in forming surface geology, 3) several topics
follow the mineral compositional belts of the Solar Sys-
tem, 4) planetary robotics are involved by on site experi-
ments, modeling and space probe construction.

Overview of lunar and chondritic asteroidal (and
other planetary) studies need both large scale maps and
small scale textural (fabrics) and abstract material phase
changes figures (we call them material maps). We shortly
overview here the two atlases by summarizing chapters:
1. LUNAR SAMPLES AND METEORITES
The basic concept, evolution, (as earlier films did [1])
refers Solar System and planetary body (asteroid, Moon)
evolution. This atlas contains 4 great chapters: 1) Solar
System origin of meteorites and main crystalline phases,
2) Evolution of a chondritic parent body, 3) Lunar differ-
entiation periods, 4) Basic compositional and TTT-
diagrams. To Solar System evolution, and chondritic body
thermal history the NIPR Antarctic Meteorite Set, to the
two great events in Lunar thermal history the NASA Lunar
Thin Section Set was used as examples/references/sources.
     1) Solar System origin
This first part overview the Grossman sequence of miner-
als in CAIs and the precipitation model of Lewis and Bar-
shay in the early Solar System. Chondrule formation and
types, chondrule rims, chondrule transformations, link
nebular events to the chondritic body events.
     2) Evolution of a chondritic parent body
Main transformation events in a Chondritic Parent body
are described in 3 chapters: A) Aqueous alteration, B) Van
Schmus Wood sequence of thermal metamorphism and C)
migrations and differentiations in a chondritic body, evo-
lution into a layered, zoned asteroid. (Minute illustration
to this chapter is on Fig. 1.)

Fig. 1. Two sequences of Atlas (1): iron core and basaltic crust for-
mation in asteroid evolution (a) and chondrule aqueous alteration (b).
     3) Lunar differentiation periods
A) Anorthosites/early lunar differentiation: Two thin
sections represent lunar terra: 60025 anorthosite is a
shocked and brecciated ancient rock, which once had cu-
mulate texture, later transformed by shocks to undulatory
extinction, kink banding, twinning. The largest shock ef-
fect of diaplectic glass formation is shown on 78235 norite
(representing intrusive ANT suite, its plagioclase was
transformed to maskelynite). History of first differentia-
tion: magma ocean, flotation of plagioclase feldspars, ac-
cumulating anorthositic crust, ANT rocks intrusion. Sub-
sequent great impacts formed basins. On the near side...
B) these basins were flooded by the basalts, represented
by 3 nice thin sections: 12002, 12005 and 70017 [2] in the
NASA set. They exhibit different textures corresponding
to depth of crystallization (8-10 m thick lava flow). 12002
- porphyritic text. with variolitic matrix, 70017 - poikilitic
text. extremely rich in sector zoned pyroxenes, 12005 - the
most slowly crystallized. 74220 - orange glass, special
sample of lunar volcanism, a pyroclastite: spherules frozen
from primary liquid of lunar mantle. Breccias also contain
basaltic clasts (14305 breccia, 72275 with its breccia-in-
breccia texture, formed by repeated impacts [2-5]).
     4) Basic material maps Chapter begins with theorem
of Viviani (mathematical foundation of the 3 component
systems representation), then Oxide-triangle (with con-
stant R/O - metal/oxygen - ratios) gives the basic structure
of several ternary diagrams, sequence of crystallization in
some lunar basaltic systems (Fig. 2.), and a basaltic TTT
diagram with comparisons closes this chapter.

Fig. 2. 3 ternary systems for Fe-Ti oxides (a), for Fe-Ti oxides and
diopside (b), and for the MgO-Al2O3-SiO2.
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2. SURVEYOR AND HUNVEYOR
This second atlas focuses on two topics. 1) On

site measurements of soil and surface rocks, mainly of the
Moon, plus some Martian examples, 2) On technological
realization of a minimal space probe with instruments,
measurements with geologic and petrologic importance.
The Surveyor was the successful lander: we selected it as
example to follow in construction. We give basic maps
how to construct a minimal space probe lander: Hunveyor.
We also focus on benefits of parallel educational of robot
construction and planetology by studies on the rock garden
terrain constructed surround the lander.

Fig. 3. Solar panel with the Sun following sensors and motions.
The 4 main blocks are: A) achievements in

planetary surface geology, (Moon, Mars), as rock gardens,
arrangements of blocks with impact [6], precipitation ef-
fects, desert erosion and transport forms [7], some compo-
sitional data of rocks, B) some measuring technologies, as
landscape data, grain size, reflectance spectroscopy, mass
spectrometer, GM tube for radiation, soil strength and
resistance for deformations by robotic arm [8], [9], C)
planetary probe construction, operation, direction and
control of motor motions for arm, solar panel (Fig. 3.), TV
and rover [10], some simple programs, D) material maps
of the planetary surface rocks and their transformations.
Technology flow-charts of construction.

We show details of our Hunveyor constructing
program. Benefits coming from Surveyor [11] and Hun-
veyor are: stable tetrahedral skeleton,

Fig. 4. University minimal probe Hunveyor, designed by students.
imaginable equipment, minimal probe's observing activi-
ties: TV camera with mirror, telescopic arm (digging gra-
bens), everyday electronics (PC organized tools), tem-
perature, spectroscopy, radiation measuring instruments
(Fig. 4.) [12]. Others: education program on complex rep-
resentation of interacting processes, (streams + technolo-
gies) working together [13].

FURTHER PLANS: 3. MARS: FLOWS, WINDS,
ROCKS, LIFE?

The third atlas is in preparation. The most ex-
citing and actual in these years is planet Mars. The two
first atlases were introductions and historical results sum-
marized about Meteorites, Lunar Samples, Stratigraphy,
Surveyor (with the basic constructional principles for a
lander, results from the 60-s and 70-s). This third atlas
will show early Martian landings and orbital studies,
Martian Maps, involving desert landscapes (Viking
landers), planetary maps sketches of flooded lowlands (i.e.
Chryse), some Pathfinder results on rocks, dust, trans-
ported materials, exhibits wet Mars with N. Polar Ocean,
i.e. the river system connecting Argyre with Chryse [14].
We will show a comparison between Tisza flooded basin
(Great Hungarian Plain), Earth, and Chryse flooded basin,
Mars.
SUMMARY

Our atlas series (Fig. 5.) collects basic material
maps and planetary maps into usable collections to the
studies of NASA Lunar Sample set and meteorites from
Antarctica (NIPR set). The two first atlases are basic to
textural studies and planetary surface studies (1), and rock
gardens with instrument construction and building a
lander in college conditions (2). Complexity of this work
helps surface material knowledge (Mars, Moon, Aster-
oids), parallel studies of various geological processes, and
planning and construction of planetary probe experiments.
    carb. chondrite,             12002 basalt,           60025 anorthosite.

Educational Atlas Series of the Solar System (1)
Planetary- and Materials Maps

NASA LUNAR AND NIPR METEORITE SAMPLES
        Fig. 5. Title page of the Atlas (1) with thin section images
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